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Profile
Jane Mabon's practice is split between family law and personal injury. 

Jane has experience in all areas of family law with an emphasis on private law children work and ancillary relief. 

In private law proceedings Jane has received instructions in a wide range of cases for parents, step-parents,
grandparents and other extended family members. She regularly acts in protracted contact and residence disputes,
many with allegations of physical or sexual abuse, and many involving the instruction of specialist contact agencies
and/or expert witnesses. 

In ancillary relief proceedings Jane has experience in cases ranging from those involving assets of a fairly modest value
to those involving more substantial assets, including properties abroad. She is keen to expand her practice in this area. 

Jane's personal injury practice covers all aspects of personal injury litigation. She receives instructions from both
Claimants and Defendants and regularly acts for local authorities. Her practice is both court and paper based and she
endeavours to provide a fast and efficient turnaround in respect of the latter. 

Her practice includes: 

- Road traffic accidents (including claims involving allegations of fraud / low velocity impact arguments) 

- Tripping and slipping accidents 

- Employer's liability cases 

- Accidents abroad 
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- CRU appeals 

Jane will accept instructions on a Conditional Fee basis.

Quotes
�Jane�s approach is exceptional. She is always meticulously prepared with a comprehensive appreciation of the case
down to the minutia. She perfectly balances and navigates the need to legally advise whilst addressing issues of
concern to the client and the need for support and reassurance.�
 - Instructing solicitor

�Jane is an incredibly thorough and experienced advocate. It is evident from how she conducts her cases that she is
passionate and really cares about securing the best possible outcome for her clients. She is extremely personable and
explains complex legal matters to clients in a calm, relatable manner to ensure they understand the process and next
steps. I would not hesitate to recommend Jane to solicitors and clients alike�.
 - Instructing solicitor

�I have instructed Jane Mabon for several years due to her knowledge and experience in both financial and children
matters. She has a lovely manner with clients and professionals alike�.
 - Instructing solicitor

�Jane Mabon has been brilliant at representing me and I�m very appreciative and grateful for her professional work and
support to bring matters to a close. She has shown a real understanding of my case and all its complexities
throughout.�
 - Lay client
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